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TrueSwift Expertise: How well do you know your
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TVCC and TrueSwift Webinar
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Webinar - “Business Data, What Lurks Within?”

5.

Top Tips: What does data really cost an
organisation?

With the new year beginning, TrueSwift has created and
launched a new website.
This has allowed us to refresh our image and increase
our offering. 2018 will permit us to show off our top tip
blogs and expert advice through industry leading white
papers and data sheets. For more information and help
visit TrueSwift.co.uk

TrueSwift Expertise - EV
Health Check:
How well do you know your on premises archive?
TrueSwift has been designing, implementing and supporting Enterprise Vault (EV) data archiving solutions for
almost 20 years. Within that time our clients have amassed billions of archived files and emails for storage
management and/or compliance purposes. For some clients, with over 95% of their overall email data held
within EV, ensuring the system is running well and in line with the industry leading software, Veritas, best
practices is a high priority.
If you are unsure as to the true state of your EV environment, enquire about our EV Health Check service here.
This has been developed to ensure your critical, archiving platform is working well and in line with industry
standards.

Business Data, What Lurks Within?
On the 15th of February, TrueSwift hosted a Webinar: “Business Data,
what lurks within?”. Where typical data issues, from formats of data, to
where it is, and what the risks of leaving your Dark Data unchecked are
were covered.
For access to a recording of the webinar, contact events@trueswift.co.uk
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TVCC and TrueSwift Webinar.

On the 29th of January, TrueSwift co-hosted a Data Webinar with the Thames Valley Chamber of Commerce
(TVCC). With GDPR coming into force this May, the webinar was based around
what is GDPR and what it will mean for SME’s.
The webinar was a complete success, having a large turnout and many
attendees learning key points about GDPR and how they can start to prepare
for the 25th of May. In a poll during the webinar, 45% of attendees felt that
Dark Data was their biggest GDPR challenge. For more information and GDPR
help, please contact matt.andree@trueswift.co.uk

What does data really cost an organisation?

Top Tip - what does data
really cost an organisation?:

Over the years the drive to reduce the volume of data kept by companies has been perceived as less important
as there has been a huge reduction in cost for the hard drives used to store data, and a drive for ‘Big Data’.
Data can be very valuable to an organisation, but keeping unnecessary data can be costly.
The cost of terabytes of data is not just the disk cost as this is quite cheap. There are the less obvious costs of
the physical rack space required and data centre rental costs. Then all the data needs to be protected so these
costs are duplicated with a second remote data centre. The environment needs to be managed by staff who will
need to patch and repair the systems, often out of hours resulting in overtime charges. The disks themselves
generate a lot of heat and data centres typically charge for cooling and power usage.
On top of the maintaining of the storage costs, there are regulatory and compliance costs. Having unknown data
stored in an organisations infrastructure could mean that a piece of detrimental data is discoverable and has to
be disclosed during litigation. If that data is not required and was deleted, then the ‘smoking gun’ information
is not available to be disclosed.
In the GDPR personal data can only be used for a defined purpose and not kept longer than necessary. Any
personal data left in an organisations infrastructure would mean a breach of one of the key principles in GDPR
which could result in a major breach fine. Click for more top tips and expert advice.

Ask Andrew
For exclusive and helpful information
and updates on current hot topics,
follow our Ask Andrew videos on
Vimeo or Twitter.
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